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Abstract
We focus on the problem of unsupervised cell outlier detection in mixed type
tabular datasets. Traditional methods for outlier detection are concerned only on
detecting which rows in the dataset are outliers. However, identifying which cells
in the dataset corrupt a specific row is an important problem in practice, especially
in high-dimensional tables. We introduce the Robust Variational Autoencoder
(RVAE), a deep generative model that learns the joint distribution of the clean data
while identifying the outlier cells in the dataset. RVAE learns the probability of
each cell in the dataset being an outlier, balancing the contributions of the different
likelihood models in the row outlier score, making the method suitable for outlier
detection in mixed type datasets. We show experimentally that the RVAE performs
better than several state of the art methods in cell outlier detection for tabular
datasets, while providing comparable or better results for row outlier detection.
1 Introduction
The existence of outliers in real world data is a problem data scientists face daily, so outlier detection
has been extensively studied in the literature [4, 6, 13]. The task is often unsupervised, meaning
that we do not have annotations indicating whether individual cells in the data table are clean
or anomalous. Although supervised outlier detection algorithms have been proposed [16, 1, 24],
annotations of anomalous cells are often not readily available in practice. Instead, unsupervised
outlier detection attempts to infer the underlying clean distribution, and explains outliers as instances
that deviate from that distribution. When modelling the clean distribution, it is important to focus
on the joint distribution over features, because although some outliers can be easily identified as
anomalous by considering only the underlying marginal distribution of the feature, many others
are only detectable within the context of the other features (section 2.2 of [4]). Deep generative
models are an attractive choice for outlier detection, because they have the flexibility to model a
wide variety of clean distributions. Indeed, many types of deep models have been applied to this
task, including autoencoders [32, 20, 31], variational autoencoders (VAEs) [1, 27] and generative
adversarial networks (GANs) [24, 16].
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Outlier detection presents unique challenges to deep generative models. First, most work focuses
on detecting anomalous data rows, without detecting which specific cells in a row are problematic.
Work on cell-level detection often focuses on real-valued features, e.g. images [31, 27, 24], or does
not provide a principled way to detect anomalous cells [20]. The problem of cell-level detection is
important in practice because in many cases, simple inspection of an anomalous row is not feasible,
e.g. when there are hundreds of columns or when the data scientist is not a domain expert. Second, for
cell-level outlier detection, we have the problem that tabular data is often mixed-type, including both
continuous and categorical columns. Although in principle, it is easy to handle mixed-type data in the
model, the difficulty arises when defining an outlier score. Standard outlier scores are based on the
probability that the model assigns to a cell, but these values are not comparable between categorical
and continuous cells, so standard outlier scores perform poorly for mixed-type data. Finally, and
perhaps most fundamentally, the effect of outliers in unsupervised learning can be insidious. Precisely
because deep generative models are so highly flexible, they are not always robust against outliers [9],
overfitting to anomalous cells. When the model overfits, it cannot identify these cells as outliers,
because it has modelled them as part of the clean distribution.
We introduce the robust variational autoencoder (RVAE), a deep generative model for cell-level
outlier detection of mixed-type data. RVAE models the underlying clean data distribution while at
the same time detecting anomalous cells, which allows the model to identify outliers during training
so that they do not affect the estimation of the distribution of clean data. The model is based on
a two-component mixture of experts for each feature, with one component for clean data, and the
other component that robustifies the model against corrupted data by isolating outliers. Rather than
applying standard amortized inference, we present a more effective inference algorithm that combines
amortized and exact variational updates. Finally, we show that the RVAE model allows to us to present
an outlier score that is commensurate across mixed-type data, based on the mixture component of the
generative model. On several real-world data sets, we show that RVAE is more accurate at identifying
outliers both than standard VAEs, but also than several state-of-the-art approaches to outlier detection.
2 Variational Autoencoders
We consider a tabular dataset X with n ∈ {1, · · · , N} instances and d ∈ {1, · · · , D} features, where
each cell xnd in the dataset can be real (continuous), xnd ∈ R, or categorical, xnd ∈ {1, .., Cd}
with Cd the number of unique categories of feature d. Cells in the dataset are potentially corrupted
with an unknown noising process appropriate for the feature type. The objective in this work is not
only detecting the anomalous instances in the dataset, termed row outliers, but also determining the
specific subset of cells that are anomalous, termed cell outliers.
For the problem of unsupervised outlier detection, a common approach is to build a generative model
p(X) that models the distribution of clean data. A particularly powerful class of deep generative
models are variational autoencoders (VAEs) [15], which model the data distribution as
p(X) =
N∏
n=1
∫
dzn p(zn)pθ(xn|zn), pθ(xn|zn) =
D∏
d=1
pθ(xnd|zn) (1)
where pθ(xnd|zn) is the conditional likelihood of feature d, zn ∈ RK is the latent representation of
instance xn, and p(zn) = N (0, I) is an isotropic multivariate Gaussian prior. To handle mixed-type
data, we choose the conditional likelihood pθ(xnd|zn) differently for each feature type. For real
features pθ(xnd|zn) = N (xnd|md(zn), σd), where σd is a global parameter. For categorical features
pθ(xnd|zn) = f(ad(zn)), where ad(zn) is an unnormalized vector of probabilities for each category
and f is the softmax function. All md(zn) and ad(zn) are parameterized by feed-forward networks.
The variational posterior qφ(zn|xn), also called the encoder, is modelled by a Gaussian distribution
with parameters µ(xn) and Σ(xn)
qφ(zn|xn) = N (zn|µ(xn),Σ(xn)) (2)
where φ = {µ(xn),Σ(xn)} are feed-forward neural networks, and Σ(xn) is a diagonal covariance
matrix. VAEs are trained by maximizing lower bound to the marginal log-likelihood called the
evidence lower bound (ELBO), given by
L = 1
N
N∑
n=1
D∑
d=1
Eqφ(zn|xn) [log pθ(xnd|zn)]−DKL(qφ(zn|xn)||p(zn)), (3)
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where the neural network parameters of the decoder θ and encoder φ are learnt with a gradient-based
optimizer. When VAEs are used for outlier detection, typically an instance in a tabular dataset is an
outlier if the expected likelihood Eqφ(zn|xn) [log pθ(xn|zn)] is small [1, 27].
3 Robust Variational Autoencoder (RVAE)
To improve VAEs for outlier detection, we want to make them more robust, by automatically
identifying potential outliers during training, so that they are downweighted when training the
generative model. We also want a cell-level outlier score which is comparable across continuous and
categorical attributes. We can achieve both goals by modifying the generative model. In this section
we describe the robust variational autoencoder (RVAE), which is based on a two-component mixture
of experts likelihood (decoder) per feature, which isolates the outliers during training.
This generative model is composed of a clean component pθ(xnd|zn) for each dimension d, explaining
the clean cells, and outlier component p0(xnd), explaining the outlier cells. The mixing variable
wnd ∈ {0, 1} acts as a gate to determine whether cell xnd should be modelled by the clean component
(wnd = 1) or the outlier component (wnd = 0). We define the marginal likelihood of the mixture of
experts model under dataset X as2
p(X) =
N∏
n=1
∑
wn∈{0,1}D
∫
dz p(zn)p(wn)
D∏
d=1
pθ(xnd|zn)wndp0(xnd)1−wnd , (4)
where wn is modelled by a Bernoulli distribution p(wn) =
∏D
d=1 Bernoulli(wnd|α), and α ∈ [0, 1]
is a parameter that reflects our belief about the cleanliness of the data.
To approximate the posterior distribution p(z,w|x), we introduce the variational distribution
qφ,pi(w, z|x) =
N∏
n=1
qφ(zn|xn)
D∏
d=1
qpi(wnd|xn), (5)
with qφ(zn|xn) defined in (2) and qpi(wnd|xn) = Bernoulli(wnd|pind(xn)). The probability pind(xn)
can be interpreted as the predicted probability of cell xnd being clean. This approximation uses the
mean-field assumption that w and z are conditionally independent given x.
The ELBO for the RVAE model can be written as
L = 1
N
N∑
n=1
D∑
d=1
Eqφ(zn|xn) [pind(xn) log pθ(xnd|zn) + (1− pind(xn)) log p0(xnd)]
−DKL(qφ(zn|xn)||p(zn))−DKL(qpi(wn|xn)||p(wn)). (6)
Examining the gradients of (6) helps to illuminate the robustness property of the RVAE. The gradient
of L with respect to the model parameters θ is
∇θL = 1
N
N∑
n=1
D∑
d=1
pind(xn)Eqφ(zn|xn) [∇θ log pθ(xnd|zn)] . (7)
We see that pind(xn) acts as a weight on the gradient. Cells that are predicted as clean will have
higher values of pind(xn), and so their gradients are weighted more highly, and have more impact on
the model parameters. Conversely, cell outliers with low values of pind(xn) will have their gradient
contribution down-weighted. A similar formulation can be obtained for the encoder parameters φ.
3.1 Outlier Model
The purpose of the outlier distribution p0(xnd) is to explain the outlier cells in the dataset, completely
removing their effect in the optimization of the parameters of clean component pθ. For categorical
2Recall from [2] (Section 9, page 431) mixture models can also be written in product form, which we adopt
here. For further information on mixture of experts models see [19] (Chapter 11, page 344).
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features, we propose using the uniform distribution p0(xnd) = Cd−1. Such a uniform distribution
assumption has been used in multiple object modelling [28] as a way to factor in pixel occlusion.
For real features, we standardize the features to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. We use an
outlier model based on a broad Gaussian distribution
p0(xnd) = N (xnd|0, S) (8)
where S > 1. Anomalous cells xnd modelled by the outlier component will be further apart
from md(zn) relative to clean ones. Broad Gaussian components have been used in novel mode
discovery [21].
Although more complex distributions can be used for p0(xnd), we show empirically that these simple
distributions are enough to detect outliers from a range of noise levels (Section 4).
3.2 Inference
To fit the parameters of the RVAE, we use a hybrid procedure that alternates amortized variational
inference using stochastic gradient for the the parameters φ and θ, and coordinate ascent over pi.
If we do not amortize pi, but rather treat each pind(xn) ∈ [0, 1] as an independent parameter of
the optimization problem, then an exact solution for pind(xn) is possible when φ and θ are fixed.
Optimizing the ELBO (6) w.r.t. pind(xn), we obtain an exact expression for the optimum:
pˆind(xn) = g
(
Eqφ(zn|xn)
[
log
pθ(xnd|zn)
p0(xnd)
]
+ log
α
1− α
)
, (9)
where g is the sigmoid function. The derivation of equation 9 is provided in the Supplementary
Material (Section 2). This coordinate ascent strategy is common in variational inference for conjugate
exponential family distributions [14]. We term this model RVAE-CVI (Coordinate ascent Variational
Inference) in the rest of the text.
The first term in (9) represents the density ratio r between the clean component pθ(xnd|zn) and the
outlier component p0(xnd). When r > 1 it will bias the decision towards assuming the cell being
clean, conversely r < 1 it will bias the decision towards the cell being dirty. Such a ratio r has arisen
in the literature [12, 30], usually between a distribution trained on clean (or labelled) data and the
test-set distribution, where one is performing outlier detection. The second term in (9) represents our
prior belief about cell cleanliness, defined by α ∈ [0, 1]. Higher values of α will skew the decision
boundary towards a higher pˆind(xn), and vice-versa.
Alternatively pind(xn) can be obtained using amortized variational inference, i.e. with a feed-forward
neural network. However two problems arise in the process. First there is an inference gap introduced
by amortization, leading to slower convergence to the optimal solution. Secondly, there might not
be enough outliers in the data to properly train a neural network to recognize the decision boundary
between clean and dirty cells. We term this model RVAE-AVI (Amortized Variational Inference) in
the rest of the text. The inference for the RVAE is summarized in Algorithm 1 in the Supplementary
Material, for both the coordinate ascent version (RVAE-CVI) and the amortized version (RVAE-AVI).
3.3 Outlier Scores
A natural approach to determine which cells are outliers in the data is computing the likelihood of the
cells under the trained model. In a VAE, the scores for row and cell outliers would be
Cell: − Eqφ(zn|xn) [log p(xnd|zn)] Row: −
D∑
d=1
Eqφ(zn|xn) [log p(xnd|zn)] , (10)
where a higher score means a higher outlier probability. However, likelihood-based outlier scores
present several problems, specifically for row scores. In mixed type datasets categorical features
and real features are modelled by probability and densities distributions respectively, which have
completely different ranges. Often this leads to continuous features dominating over categorical ones.
With the RVAE we propose an alternative outlier score based on the mixture probabilities pˆind(xn)
Cell: − log pˆind(xn) Row: −
D∑
d=1
log pˆind(xn), (11)
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where again a higher score means a higher outlier probability. Notice that the row score is just the
negative log-probability of the row being clean, given by pˆin =
∏D
d=1 pind(xn). These mixture-based
scores are more robust against some features or likelihood models dominating the row outlier score,
making them more suitable for mixed type datasets.
4 Experiments
In this section we showcase the outlier detection performance of RVAE and comparator methods,
for the task of identifying row and cell outliers. Datasets have been corrupted in both training and
test sets. No previous knowledge about corrupted cell position, or dataset corruption proportion is
assumed. Average precision (AVPR) [7, 23] is reported for all experiments, obtained from the outlier
scores of each method. AVPR is a measure of area under the precision-recall curve, so higher is better.
For cell outliers we report the macro average of the AVPR for each feature in the dataset.3
4.1 Comparator Methods
We compare to several standard outlier detection algorithms. Most methods are only concerned
about row outlier detection, whilst only a few can be used for cell outlier detection. For cell outlier
detection, we compare to: (a) Estimating the Marginal Distribution for each feature, using the
negative log-likelihood as the outlier score. For real features we fit a Gaussian mixture model with
Bayesian Information Criterion to chose the number of components for each feature. For categorical
features, we use the maximum likelihood estimator; (b) VAEs with L2 regularization and outlier
scores given by (10); (c) DeepRPCA [31], an unsupervised outlier detection method inspired by
robust PCA. The data X is divided in two parts X = R + S, where R is a deep autoencoder
reconstruction of the clean data, and S is a sparse matrix containing the estimated outlier values. We
used the `2,1 version of DeepRPCA for outlier detection. Categorical features are one-hot encoded.
In order for the ADMM procedure to work, in terms of categorical reconstruction loss we follow
the work in [25] (Section 6, Categorical PCA), using cross-entropy loss to aggregate the different
one-hot dimensions. This yielded better experimental results than one-vs-all type aggregation. For
outlier scores, row scores are given by the Euclidean norm
√∑D
d=1 |snd|2, whilst cell scores are
given by |snd|2. For row outlier detection we consider a few additional comparator methods which
cannot easily be adapted to cell outliers: (d) Isolation Forest (IF) [18], a standard outlier detection
algorithm based on decision trees, which performed well in the extensive comparison of [6]; and
(e) One Class Support Vector Machines (OC-SVM) [5] using a radial basis function kernel. For
more details on parameter selection and network settings for the RVAE and comparator methods, see
the Supplementary Material (Section 3).
4.2 Results
Four different datasets from the UCI repository [17] (Wine, Adult, Credit Default and Letter), with a
mix of real and categorical features (see the Supplementary Material, Section 1), were selected to
evaluate the methods. For each dataset, some cells are randomly corrupted. For real features, we use
additive Gaussian noise as our corruption mechanism, where the new corrupted value is obtained
as x′nd ∼ N (xnd, σd · σnoise), with σnoise = 5 throughout. For categorical features, we replace a
selected cell by a value sampled uniformly at random from the set of all other available categories.
We have corrupted the datasets by following a two step procedure: a) a percentage of rows are
selected at random and b) for each of those selected rows, a percentage of features are corrupted at
random. For instance, a 20%-50% scenario means that 20% of the rows in the data are selected as
outliers, and for each of these rows, 50% of the cells are corrupted. Four different noise levels are
considered, with all the combinations of two different levels of row (20% and 50%) and cell (20%
and 50%) corruption.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the comparison of all the comparator methods and RVAE-CVI in terms of
AVPR for cell and row outlier detection. For cell outlier detection, Table 1 shows that RVAE-CVI is
the best method for all noise levels and datasets, except the Letter dataset, where VAE does slightly
3The AVPR macro average is defined as the average of the AVPR for all the features in a dataset.
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Table 1: Cell outlier detection results for the different datasets and noise levels. The macro average
of the AVPR for the features in each dataset is reported.
Noise level Marginal VAE Deep RVAE
(row - cell) L2 RPCA CVI
Wine
20%-20% 0.650 0.678 0.181 0.745
20%-50% 0.726 0.702 0.347 0.798
50%-20% 0.728 0.706 0.265 0.820
50%-50% 0.815 0.804 0.493 0.867
Adult
20%-20% 0.442 0.497 0.366 0.573
20%-50% 0.561 0.428 0.504 0.598
50%-20% 0.562 0.642 0.421 0.687
50%-50% 0.714 0.688 0.580 0.733
Credit
20%-20% 0.624 0.631 0.449 0.664
Default
20%-50% 0.723 0.719 0.572 0.728
50%-20% 0.722 0.743 0.234 0.778
50%-50% 0.824 0.809 0.558 0.835
Letter
20%-20% 0.323 0.682 0.167 0.690
20%-50% 0.460 0.685 0.293 0.643
50%-20% 0.462 0.790 0.359 0.787
50%-50% 0.636 0.806 0.496 0.791
Table 2: Row outlier detection results in terms of AVPR for the different datasets and noise levels.
Noise level Marginal VAE IF OC Deep RVAE
(row - cell) L2 SVM RPCA CVI
Wine
20%-20% 0.739 0.861 0.848 0.874 0.811 0.880
20%-50% 0.967 0.970 0.976 0.982 0.943 0.989
50%-20% 0.886 0.924 0.911 0.936 0.934 0.958
50%-50% 0.990 0.991 0.992 0.992 0.987 0.996
Adult
20%-20% 0.610 0.753 0.630 0.689 0.775 0.731
20%-50% 0.919 0.963 0.927 0.924 0.943 0.925
50%-20% 0.815 0.881 0.833 0.857 0.886 0.888
50%-50% 0.961 0.978 0.964 0.970 0.949 0.967
Credit
20%-20% 0.436 0.815 0.815 0.823 0.887 0.823
Default
20%-50% 0.799 0.955 0.982 0.963 0.991 0.981
50%-20% 0.692 0.917 0.920 0.925 0.544 0.942
50%-50% 0.900 0.981 0.993 0.981 0.952 0.993
Letter
20%-20% 0.504 0.826 0.755 0.614 0.479 0.937
20%-50% 0.877 0.993 0.974 0.903 0.852 0.941
50%-20% 0.769 0.916 0.889 0.816 0.789 0.972
50%-50% 0.944 0.997 0.985 0.954 0.957 0.989
better. Additionally, Table 2 shows that, while RVAE is specifically designed to detect outliers at the
cell level, it also performs comparably or better than standard comparator methods.
Tables 1 and 2 also show the differences between noise levels in outlier detection, for both rows and
cells. In general terms, the higher the corruption (more outliers), the easier it is for the methods
to obtain a better AVPR score. However, there are subtle differences between the 20%-50% and
50%-20% scenarios. Even though 10% of the cells are outliers in both cases, from Table 2 we notice
that detecting row outliers in the 50%-20% scenario is harder than in 20%-50% for most comparator
methods. This is a sensible result, since the more corrupted a row is, the easier it is to detect it as
an outlier. However, notice that the differences between both scenarios are less marked for RVAE
compared to IF and OC-SVM, showcasing the robustness of RVAE to different noise levels.
Furthermore, in Figure 1 we show AVPR for all the different features in the datasets for the 20%-20%
noise level scenario (results for the other noise levels are provided in the Supplementary Material, in
Section 6). We notice that there are substantial differences across features in the datasets. This is
not surprising, since mixed-type datasets can present features with completely different ranges and
not all features are statistically correlated with each other. Indeed, in cases where such correlations
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Figure 1: Cell AVPR per feature for all the datasets in the 20%-20% noise level. R means real features
and C means categorical features.
Table 3: Cell outlier detection results for the different datasets and noise levels. The macro average
of the AVPR for the features in each dataset is reported. RVAE-AVI is the amortized RVAE and
RVAE-CVI the coordinate ascent RVAE.
Noise level RVAE RVAE Noise level RVAE RVAE
(row - cell) CVI AVI (row - cell) CVI AVI
Wine
20%-20% 0.745 0.383
Credit
20%-20% 0.664 0.416
20%-50% 0.798 0.516
Default
20%-50% 0.728 0.496
50%-20% 0.820 0.634 50%-20% 0.778 0.605
50%-50% 0.867 0.803 50%-50% 0.835 0.713
Adult
20%-20% 0.573 0.478
Letter
20%-20% 0.689 0.665
20%-50% 0.598 0.501 20%-50% 0.643 0.760
50%-20% 0.687 0.687 50%-20% 0.789 0.754
50%-50% 0.733 0.726 50%-50% 0.791 0.832
do not exist, detecting cell outliers reduces to checking the marginal distribution of that feature.
Moreover, we see that DeepRPCA finds it difficult to capture outliers across cells, even when the
method performs well in row outlier detection (see Table 2). Finally, RVAE-CVI is performing similar
or better than VAE with L2 regularization across attributes. RVAE-CVI tends to be a more robust
method than the comparator methods: does not needs L2 regularization compared to VAE, and an
optimization of the α hyper-parameter was not needed – we used 0.95 throughout. In fact, we have
conducted some experiments with varying the α value, we found that RVAE is quite robust to this
parameter in the acceptable range of [0.7, 0.98].
4.3 Inference of Weights: Coordinate Ascent vs Amortized
We also compare the performance when pind(xn) is obtained via the coordinate ascent variational
inference (RVAE-CVI) which we propose in Section 3.2 compared to standard amortized inference
(RVAE-AVI). In Figure 2 we observe the evolution of AVPR with the number of epochs of the model
for both inference procedures in the Adult and Wine datasets. We can see that the convergence of
coordinate ascent in terms of AVPR is faster than amortized inference. Moreover there is an inference
gap introduced by amortization, particularly in low noise levels (e.g. 20%-20%), where RVAE-AVI
is never able to achieve the same AVPR performance for outlier detection. Also, we can observe in
Table 3 that RVAE-CVI performs better than RVAE-AVI for cell outlier detection in all the datasets
and noise levels, with the exception of high noise levels in Letter dataset. Row outlier comparisons
are presented in the Supplementary Material, Section 5.
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Figure 2: Differences in the evolution of AVPR with the number of epochs for the coordinate ascent
and amortized inference methods for the Adult dataset (upper figures) and the Wine dataset (lower
figures) for all noise levels.
5 Related Work
There are several relevant previous works in the field of outlier detection and robust inference in the
presence of outliers. A good meta-analysis study has been carried out in [6].
Most closely related to our model are outlier detection methods based on robust PCA (RPCA) and
autoencoders. They focus on unsupervised learning in the presence of outliers, even though most
need labelled data for hyper-parameter tunning [3, 31, 32, 20, 29]. RPCA-based alternatives, often
assume that the features are real valued, and model the noise as additive with a Laplacian prior. A
problem in RPCA-type models is that often the hyper-parameter that controls the outlier mechanism
is dataset dependent and difficult to interpret and tune. In [27] the authors proposed using a VAE as a
recurrent unit, iteratively denoising the images. This iterative approach is reminiscent of the solvers
used for RPCA. However their work is not easily extended to mixed likelihood models and suffers
from the same problems as VAEs when computing row scores (Section 3.3).
Robust Variational Inference. Several methods explore robust divergences for variational learning,
under the presence of outliers [22, 8], but these have been applied in supervised tasks, not in unsuper-
vised learning. These divergences have hyperparameters which depend on the dataset and could be
difficult to tune in the setting of unsupervised outlier detection; in contrast, the α hyperparameter
used in RVAE is arguably more interpretable, and experimentally robust to misspecification.
Bayesian Data Reweighting. Wang et al [26] proposes an approach that raises the likelihood of
each observation by some weights and then infer both the latent variables and the weights from
corrupted data. Unlike RVAE, these weights are only defined for each instance, so the method cannot
detect cell-level outliers. Additionally, the parameters of the model are trained via MCMC instead of
variational inference, making them more difficult to apply in the context of deep generative models.
Classifier Confidence. Several methods explore adding regularization to improve neural network
classifier robustness to outliers [16, 11]. The problem with these methods is that the regularization
hyper-parameters are not interpretable and often require a validation dataset to tune them. Other
works like [10], use the confidence of the predicted distribution as a measure of outlier detection.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a robust varaitional autoencoder (RVAE) for unsupervised cell outlier detection
in mixed type tabular datasets. The method is both able to (a) robustly identify outliers during
training, allowing them to be downweighted and (b) allow us to define an outlier score which is
8
comparable across cells of different types. RVAE outperforms several other outlier methods in cell
outlier detection while still obtaining comparable or better results in row outlier detection.
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1 Dataset details
Table 1: Properties of the tabular datasets employed in the experiments.
Dataset Rows Real Categorical
features features
Wine 6497 12 1
Adult 32561 5 10
Credit Default 30000 14 10
Letter 20000 0 17
2 Derivation of Coordinate Step for Weights
From (6), we can write the bound L on log p(X) with respect to pind(xn) as
L ∝
N∑
n=1
D∑
d=1
pind(xn)Eqφ(zn|xn)[log pθ(xnd|zn)]
+
N∑
n=1
D∑
d=1
(1− pind(xn))Eqφ(zn|xn)[log p0(xnd)]
− pind(xn) log pind(xn)
α
+ (1− pind(xn)) log 1− pind(xn)
1− α
The derivative of this bound with respect to pind(xn) can be easily computed:
∗Joint Contribution
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∂L
∂pind(xn)
= Eqφ(zn|xn)[log pθ(xnd|zn)]− Eqφ(zn|xn)[log p0(xnd)]
− log pind(xn)
α
+ log
1− pind(xn)
1− α
Evaluating ∂L∂pind(xn) = 0 and solving for pind(xn), we obtain the coordinate update for the weights:
pˆind(xn) =
1
1 + exp
(
−
(
Eqφ(zn|xn)[log
pθ(xnd|zn)
p0(xnd)
] + log α1−α
)) ,
which is the sigmoid function applied to the expected log density ratio between the clean model and
the outlier model plus the logit of the prior probability.
3 Additional details for RVAE and Comparator Methods
• Data Pre-Processing: For all models and comparator methods the real features were
standardized, i.e. subtracting by the empirical mean and dividing by standard deviation.
One-hot encoding for categorical features was used depending on the method, as defined
below.
• Hyper-parameter Selection: The criterion used for hyper-parameter selection, unless fixed
(e.g. RVAE’s α), is the validation set AVPR.
3.1 RVAE, VAE and DeepRPCA
• Architecture: We used an intermediate hidden layer in both encoder and decoder, size
400. The latent space dimension was chosen to be size 20. The non-linear activation used
throghout was ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit).
• Optimization: We used the Adam optimizer as provided in Pytorch to train the encoder
and decoder parameters, for all VAE-based models. In the case of RVAE and VAE models
we minimized their respective negative log-likelihoods. The learning rate used in the
experiments was 0.001. VAE and RVAE models ran for 100 epochs for all datasets and
noise levels.
In the case of DeepRPCA, we used Adam to train the encoder and decoder parameters –
as in the original paper. The optimization used to obtain data matrix R, and noise matrix
S, was carried out using ADMM (Alternating Method of Multipliers). All models ran for
50 ADMM iterations, each using 10 intermediate epochs of Adam to train the autoencoder
component, using the gradients supplied by Ptyorch’s Autograd. All the above are in
accordance to DeepRPCA paper [2].
• `2 Regularization (Weight Decay): We used the weight decay option of the Adam opti-
mizer in Pytorch. We performed a grid search over the values λ`2 = [0, 0.1, 1, 10, 100],
each run for 100 epochs, and chose the best on the validation set. The search was performed
for each dataset in Table 1. For VAE, we set λ`2 = 0.1 in the Letter dataset, λ`2 = 1 in the
Adult dataset and λ`2 = 10 in the Wine and Credit Default datasets. For RVAE-CVI and
RVAE-AVI no regularization was needed.
• Categorical Encoding: For VAE and RVAE models we used categorical embedding matri-
ces to codify the categorical features at the input level of the encoder. The dimensionality
used in all experiments was size 50, as it provided generally good results. In the case of
DeepRPCA we had to use on-hot encoding, as this was the only way to make the ADMM
procedure to work properly, given the projection step (using proximity operator). This
relies on subtracting the noise matrix S from the data matrix X , which is non-trivial using
embedding representations. One-hot encoding is standard in PCA-type models when dealing
with categorical features [1].
• DeepRPCA hyper-parameter: The coefficient that regulates how many of the data-points
(cells) will be represented in matrix S was chosen based on AVPR performance, from the
range λ = [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1]. We chose the best value, 0.01 for Wine and Adult datasets
and 0.1 for Credit Default and Letter datasets.
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• RVAE (hyper-parameters): The value for the prior probability α was set to 0.95 through-
out, as this is a common sense value (assume most of the data is clean). It yielded good
results. In the case of the hyper-parameter S we used 2 throughout, with good results. This
was the setting used for all RVAE-based models in the experiment section.
• Architecture of Encoder for RVAE-AVI: We used a feed-forward neural network with the
same architecture as the one specified above for the encoder parameterizing the variational
distribution of the latent space. An intermediate hidden layer of size 400 was used. In this
case, there is no coordinate optimization procedure. Please check Algorithm 1 for further
details.
• RVAE-CVI: Please check check Algorithm 1 for further details.
3.2 OC-SVM
We use scikit-learn implementation, with RBF (radial basis function) kernel, with ν = 0.2 and
γ = 0.1. The ratio hyper-parameter selection was carried out using validation set, AVPR performance.
3.3 Marginal Method:
The Marginal method has no hyper-parameters to tune, apart from the maximum number of Gaus-
sian Mixture Model components that can be selected by BIC score. We found a maximum of 40
components to be enough.
3.4 Isolation Forest:
We use scikit-learn implementation, maximum number of samples of 50% of the size of the datasets,
and a contamination parameter of 0.2 seemed to work best for most scenarios.
4 RVAE inference algorithm
Algorithm 1 RVAE Inference
1: procedure RVAE(η learning rate, M batch size, T number epochs, α prior value)
2: if RVAE-AVI = True then
3: Define NN parameters: Ψ = {φ, θ, τ}; . τ is NN params of piτ (xn) encoder (AVI)
4: else if RVAE-CVI = True then
5: Define NN parameters: Ψ = {φ, θ};
6: initialize Ψ;
7: for 1, ..., T do
8: Sample mini-batches {Xm}Mm=1 ∼ p(X);
9: Evaluate pθ(xmd|zm) and p0(xmd) ∀m, d; . Forward-Pass of Deep AE
10: if RVAE-AVI = True then
11: Infer pˆimd,∀m, d using eq. (9);
12: else if RVAE-CVI = True then
13: Evaluate encoder piτ (xn); . Forward-Pass of NN
14: gΨ ←− ∇ΨL(Ψ, pi(xn), α) using eq. (6);
15: Ψ←− Ψ + η · Adam(Ψ, gΨ);
5 RVAE-CVI vs RVAE-AVI
We present here the AVPR evolution of RVAE-CVI and RVAE-AVI for Credit Default and Letter
datasets in all noise level scenarios.
Also, we provide the row outlier detection results for both methods in Table 2
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Figure 1: Differences in the evolution of AVPR with the number of epochs for the coordinate ascent
and amortized inference methods for the Credit Default dataset for all noise levels.
Figure 2: Differences in the evolution of AVPR with the number of epochs for the coordinate ascent
and amortized inference methods for the Letter dataset for all noise levels.
6 AVPR per feature analysis
In this section, we provide the AVPR per feature results for the Wine, Credit Default and Letter
datasets (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Cell AVPR per feature for all the tabular datasets in the 20%-50% noise level. R means
real features and C means categorical features. Upper figures 20%-50% noise level, middle figures
50%-20% noise level, lower figures 50%-50% noise level,
7 Precision-Recall Curves
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Table 2: Row outlier detection results on the tabular datasets for the four different noising scenarios.
RVAE-AVI is the amortized RVAE and RVAE-CVI the coordinate ascend RVAE.
Noise level RVAE RVAE
(row - cell) CVI AVI
Wine
20%-20% 0.880 0.715
20%-50% 0.989 0.924
50%-20% 0.958 0.925
50%-50% 0.996 0.991
Adult
20%-20% 0.731 0.605
20%-50% 0.925 0.827
50%-20% 0.888 0.884
50%-50% 0.967 0.954
Credit
20%-20% 0.823 0.674
Default
20%-50% 0.981 0.869
50%-20% 0.942 0.908
50%-50% 0.993 0.983
Letter
20%-20% 0.937 0.930
20%-50% 0.941 0.982
50%-20% 0.972 0.971
50%-50% 0.989 0.998
Figure 4: Precision-Recall Curves for each feature in the Wine dataset in the 20%-20% noise level
scenario.
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Figure 5: Precision-Recall Curves for each feature in the Adult dataset in the 20%-20% noise level
scenario.
Figure 6: Precision-Recall Curves for each feature in the DefaultCredit dataset in the 20%-20% noise
level scenario.
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Figure 7: Precision-Recall Curves for each feature in the Letter dataset in the 20%-20% noise level
scenario.
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